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Reviews of the A Christmas Secret by Anne Perry
Ventelone

I love how this author creates stories with minor characters from her larger series’. It’s interesting
to see how those characters have moved on.
Meri

Anne Perry writes a Christmas story each year - this offering features a young couple, Rev. Dominic
and Clarice Corde who arrive at a village for Dominic to substitute for a cleric who has left abruptly.
They are a loving couple want to do their best for each other, and do the best they can for their
parish. When the 'vacationing' reverend is found dead in the cellar of the house, Clarice and Dominic
set themselves to find out who murdered the rev.. It is a good whodunit, with the shades of the

Victorian Era life. These Perry books feature members from the Monk and Pitt series - such as Lady
Vespasia, Charlotte Pitt's mother, Henry Rathbone - now the Cordes (Daniel was Charlotte's brotherin-law whose wife (Charlotte's sister) was murdered in the first of the Pitt series, Cater Street
Hangman. Pitt solved this murder.)
I read this book in one sitting. I am a fan of Perry's. and think this book will be enjoyed by all Blackstalker

After his poor beginning in the first book of the Pitt series it was nice to find Dominic had redeemed
himself and become a good person.
Tygokasa

I like Anne Perry and her Christmas books are always a treat.
Vijora

Anne Perry's Christmas books never disappoint me. She writes with such ease and yet captures you
so that you can't wait to turn the next page
lifestyle

okay for a book to help you go to sleep. nice to vist some of the charachers from other stories.
Wenyost

She is a master at language, character develop and great understanding of the human heart!

I really like this book and it is worthwhile reading. All of Anne Perry's Christmas books add cheer
and good intentions during the holidays. Look forward to her writing more Christmas novels.
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